Analyser injection systems based on the principle of flow-injection analysis depend on the technique used. They generally take the form of an injection loop valve; the injected sample volume is determined by the volume of the valve. Injection systems are seldom designed with a time factor to define this volume. The authors report on an original injection system, which enables the two techniques to be used. The paper describes the evaluation of this system using both injection techniques and the comparison between them. The results show good linearity (r 0"999 to 1"000) and an average precision (CV 1"04 to 1"51%)for the volume-based injection technique; (ii) good linearity (r 1"000) and betterprecision (CV 0"73 to 1"30%) for the time-based injection technique. The system can be used equally well by the loop and by the clock; however, the latter is preferable because of its practicability.
Introduction
Flow-injection analysis (FIA) is widely accepted as a means to perform rapid, reproducible and economical analyses [1, 2] . The minimum equipment required is a pump, an injection system, a transport manifold and reaction tubes, a detector fitted with a low-volume flowthrough cell, and a recorder. The injection system depends on the injection technique used. Ruzicka and Hansen [3] reviewed different injection techniques, the most common being 'volume-based injection' which is often achieved by an injection loop valve. The principle advantage of this technique is that the determination of the injected sample volume does not depend on the pump flow rate. Its main drawback is that it uses too much sample when the loop is filled. Relatively little information has been published about another technique:
'time-based injection'; in contrast to volume-based injection this technique allows the sample to be saved. However, in this technique, the injected volume depends on pump flow rate. Riley and co-workers [4] proposed an injection system based on such a technique: the sample was aspirated through a needle connected to a tube of the pump and the precision of the volume was defined by a pre-determined angular movement of the pump. The results showed this technique to be as efficient as those currently used.
In this paper, an original injection system is described, which can perform both kinds of injection: volume-based, timed-based. The results of the evaluation of this device for loop configuration and its comparison with the clock configuration are reported. Three characteristics: linearity, precision and carry-over effect are described.
Instrumentation
The analyser has three parts: microcomputer, detectorrecorder and a specially designed apparatus (see figure 1 ). (0Co, 00D) ), using the number of the solution (i.e.: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and the measurement (OD).
Precision
Precision was calculated through a study of repeatability which was tested by making 30 replicate determinations of solution 5Co. Thirty is the minimum sample size required to ensure normal distribution [7] . Mean, standard deviation and variation coefficient were calculated. In order to study the influence of the injected sample volume, a variance analysis is performed; in order to do this, the measurements must be normalized. 
